
 
SAPTARSHI SAHODAYA CLUSTER COMPETITIONS 2016 

 

STORY TELLING COMPETITION 
J Jayadev and A Karthik of class II B have participated in the Story 
Telling Competition hosted by DAV Kukatpally on the 7th of 
September, 2016. The children were ecstatic to be the chosen ones 
as they were supposed to be dressed up in the appropriate costumes 
to tell the story. 12 schools from the Saptarshi Sahodaya Cluster 
participated in the competition with two contestants from each 
school. While Jayadev narrated the story of Lord Ganesha – 
Ganapathi Swoops Down, Karthik voiced the story about the 
peacock feather is Lord Krishna’s crown – Peacock’s Gift to Lord 
Krishna. The participants were greatly appreciated for their 
expression and intonation. Both the boys received Participation 
Certificates which they smugly showed to their teacher, Ms Vara 
Lakshmi, who accompanied them. 

 



 

CHESS COMPETITION, 9th September, 2016 
Koushik and Prijith of class V participated in the Chess Competition hosted 
by HAL Secondary School, Balanagar on the 9th of September, 2016. Often 
known as a game for the intellectually gifted, chess is the best sport to 
exercise the most important organ in our bodies: the brain. Both Koushik 
and Prijith surely know how the game promotes brain growth; exercises both 
sides of the brain; raises the IQ; sparks creativity; increases problem-solving 
skills; teaches planning and foresight; improves reading skills; optimizes 
memory…. the list may be quite big but the boys have indeed seen the 
benefits. 8 schools from the Saptarshi Cluster participated in this competition 
with two contestants from each school. 

PICK AND SPEAK COMPETITION, 9th September, 2016 
Vidwath.G and Sarth Sachin of class IV proved how quick they are at 
retorting and responding by participating in the Pick and Speak Competition 
hosted by HAL Secondary School, Balanagar on the 9th of September, 2016. 
The children were assessed on their ability of speaking clearly and 
spontaneously about the topic they pick. Their language, posture and 
modulation of voice …all were evaluated at the same time. 8 schools from the 
Saptarshi Sahodaya Cluster participated in the competition with two 
contestants from each school. Vidwath stood in the 2nd position on speaking 
about Grandparents, for that was the topic he happened to pick and Sarth 
picked the topic My Favourite Freedom Fighter and spoke about it. 

 



 
RECITATION COMPETITION, 9th September, 2016 

Sanghamitra School hosted the Recitation Competition for the students of 
class I on the 9th of September, 2016. 9 schools from the Saptarshi Sahodaya 
Cluster participated in the competition with two contestants from each 
school. Few students came dressed with appropriate costumes for reciting the 
poem in English. The students have exhibited their skill in orating the poem 
in amalgamation with their overall presentation. They were assessed on their 
physical presence, their voice and articulation, their dramatic 
appropriateness, their style of delivery and of course their over presentation.  

 

 


